Newsletter 5 – Piloting results
During the last months of the project “Transversal Model for
Migrants”, the partners from France, Greece, Cyprus, Portugal,
Bulgaria, Spain and Turkey were finalizing their national pilotings,
testing the tools and the online platform. The main objective was
the empowerment of teachers, trainers and counsellors to facilitate
and empower migrants with skills in order to promote higher job
position or economic and social integration within Europe.
Even during the pandemic, the consortium managed to complete
successfully the task.
France:
On February 2020, ITG conducts its piloting session. This piloting
and experimentation event, brought together 4 migrant workers
and 6 professionals in charge of training and supporting migrants.
They point out their expectations and rated their satisfaction on the
work carried out by the partnership. They really liked that the
contents were available in French, they appreciate, the fact
documents are very detailed and useful.
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Spain:
SSF conducted two pilot sessions on the project's products developed
for professionals and migrants. The feedback from the more than 30
professionals and 15 migrant participants was very positive. The
tools and activities presented were evaluated as very useful and
practical
for
both
groups.
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Cyprus:
Either face-to-face or online, the piloting sessions were very
successful! Both trainers and migrants enjoyed the project’s
activities,
developed
skills
like teamwork and
stress
management, and
exchanged
experiences,
ideas
and
suggestions
for
the integration of
migrants
in
education and in
the
labour
market.

Portugal:
During the COVID-19 lockdown, in June 2020, Mindshift promoted a
ZOOM event with 10 professionals. This online piloting session was
very interesting, and besides the external validation of the project’s
outputs, participants had the opportunity to share their experience in
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developing transversal competences. As next steps, a peer multiplier
effect is expecting to happen in Portugal.

Greece:
IASIS NGO had successful piloting sessions both with professional and
migrants and received very positive feedback:

“the training modules covered a wide spectrum of thematic areas that
would are useful for different aspects in my job” said Kyriaki at the
end of the training.
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Bulgaria:
6 Bulgarian career practitioners gathered on the 19th, December,
2019 for a pre-pilot session. Interactive face to face workshops have
been
designed and
organized for
this process.
The
actual
piloting has
been affected
by Covid-19
and
the
process
actually
started with
real environment implementation of the flexibility and adaptability
topics through arranging the piloting phase in online mode. The
piloting took places in two sessions - one in April and one in July. 12
professionals implemented the project's intellectual outputs and
highly appreciated their practicality, usefulness and professional
design.
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Turkey:
After piloting sessions, BAU has organized a webinar as multiplier
event. Trainers, counsellors, students, teachers all over Turkey
attended to the event. In the event work life during 4.0 and pandemic
World has been discussed. Attendees also get in depth information
about the transversal Project outputs. The feedbacks are very
positive, and they said they are very enthusiastic to use the content.
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